SECOND
NATURE:

Play. Create.

Second Nature: Play. Create. Thrive. offers a new experience in the age of
technology that celebrates social networking as a gateway for creativity and
deeper learning.
We know from research that forming genuine relationships and connections tend to happen in spaces that
are more relaxed, casual, and allow for conversation to flow easier all while feeling more organic and playful.
The design features social gathering (remember pre-pandemic?) as the soft skill habitat for the future—after a
while, by being in more organic spaces, creativity and collaboration become second nature. The plan
allows for healthy movement, comfort, and choice with a thematic use of color and texture to inspire lively
interactions. Throughout the space, participants are more likely to cross paths and engage in small talk, making
organic introductions a highlight of playful creativity. Participants can chill-out and enjoy an array of diverse
options; high-to-low seating, sitting-to-standing, perching-to-leaning, and rockers. The chance to re-arrange and
re-mix ideas in technology rich small group zones enlivens every nook and cranny with creative potential. The
‘main stage oasis’ brings pique focus to panel discussions and the sharing of big ideas. In this environment,
the six human development principles are considered, to create a space where everyone can thrive. ▸

social

motivational

▴
Floor to chalk tray – 31"| Push pin Panel – 5'-2" high | Floor to ceiling Height – 14'-0" | Floor to lowest light – 11'-10” |Floor to bulkhead – 11'-5"
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To Thrive is to Be Your Best. Always.
Success and happiness go hand in hand. This is what it means to thrive. Having the
opportunity to learn, grow, achieve, and find community provides the foundation for lifelong
fulfillment. The Thrive Philosophy was created to show how the conscious design of
environments can impact human happiness and health for all. Considering the six stages of
development in the crucial periods of formation and influence, the Thrive Philosophy encapsulates thoughtful
consideration of every space- where all are supported, encouraged, and given the tools to succeed and grow.

Spiritual Development in Design:
Biophilic design and shapes that are
reminiscent of nature are used for
comfortable seating, encouraging
spiritual harmony and development.
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Psychological Development in Design:

Intellectual Development in Design:

Self-confidence is nurtured with the options for
both group and individual seating, giving students
the freedom to discover how they learn best.

Students’ intellectual needs are considered with
collaborative group seating at tables, allowing
students the opportunity to problem solve together.

Main Stage Oasis
Share / Debate / Present

Buoy
Float / Re-Mix
Shoal Lounge
Anchor / Interconnect
Lilypad Lounges
Bobble / Bond

Sandbar Lounges
Chill Out / Immerse

Promenade
Connect / Perch

Main Entry + Exit
Receive Field Guide

Physical Development:
Socio-Emotional Development in Design:

Moral Development in Design:

Media spaces and soft seating encourage socioemotional development, creating spaces where
students can listen to and empathize with one another.

Tiered soft seating and lounge areas provide the
space to be heard, socialize, and get to know the
experience of other students.

Wobble stools and rocking chairs used
in the space provide a gateway to
kinesthetic learning, with furniture that
stimulates the body and calms the mind.
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Collaboration by:

Follow us:
instagram.com/mooreco_inc
pinterest.com/moorecoinc
facebook.com/moorecoinc
linkedin.com/company/mooreco-inc.
twitter.com/moorecoinc
youtube.com/moorecoinc
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MooreCo reserves the right to
correct pricing and/or copy errors.
Due to the current volatility in the price of
raw and finished materials, please refer to our
latest online price guides for pricing and shipping
information. www.moorecoinc.com/price-guides
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